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ABSTRACT 

We present the inclusive photon spectra observ!"d in o/(3095) 

and w( 3684) decays, The (\ec;ay w( 3684) -> yX( 3415) is observed 

with a b:r;anching fraction c;>f 0. 075 ± 0, 026. Evidenf'e is presented 

for three intermediate states in the decay sequence o/(3684) -> 

rrW(3095) with masses Of 3504 MeV, 3543 Mev, and 3455 MeV or 

3340 MeV, 
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States of even charge conjugation intermediate in mass to o/(3095) (= ~) 

and ~(3684) (=~·)have been observed in radiative decays of o/(3684) by their 

hadronic decays 1• 2 and by their decays to yW.3• 4 There is also evidence from 

DESY for a state below the o/.5 We present here the inclusive photon spectra 

from l42,00Q ~ and 309,000 o/' events observed in the SLAC-LBL magnetic detector6 

at SPEAR. We also present results on intermediate state.s in o/' -> ITW decays 

based on a data sample three times larger than for our previous Letter,3 

PhotQns are detecteq py their conver$ion to electron-positron pairs in 

mater~al near the interaction region. The ~ffective converter consists of the 

vacuum pipe, two scintillation counters, and two proportional chambers, a total 

of 0,052 radiation lengths of material 1ocated 8 to 22 em from the beam axis. 

The conversion-probability for normally incident photons is 0.030 at 0.15 GeV 

and rises to 0,039 at 2 CeV. The conversion products are tracked through the 

four-ki1ogauss magnetic field by the tWO proportional chambers and by four 

double-gap spark chambers which cover the fu1l azimuth and =rom 50° to 130° 

in pola~ ang~~ e. rarticle$ must t~av~rse at lea~t 'tqe two inner spark chambers 

to be detected, implying a minimum transver9e momentum per particle of 0.055 

Gf1V/c. 

Pairs of oppositely-charged particles with invariant·mass (assuming electron 

masses) 9maller than 0.0275 GeV are selected as photon conversions; this cut 

admits ~ 20% accidental hadronic backgr0und (estimated from 1ik~charged pairs), 

The photon energy is c;alculated as the sum of the energies of the two particles. 

Charged particle momentUm r~solution ~nd ene~gy loss by ionization or radiation 

after conversion lead to an rms photon ·energy resolution ot 2-4% from 0~2 to 

2 GeV, The insert in Fig, ~a shows the calculated p~oton detection efficiency 

€r ve~sus energy; conversion p~oQability, detector angular acceptance, and the 

transverse momentum cutoff are included. An isotropic photon distribution is 

as~umed' € drops by 16% for a l + cos? e distribution, r . . 

!- -, _, 
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The inclusive photon spectra for W and w' are presented in Figs, la,b in 

4% energy bins. The line in Fig. la is the inclusive photon spectrum obtained 

from a simple phase space Mont.,..carlo model of \jl events, normalized to the data 

in the o. 30- o. 35 GeV interval. The spectra shapes of the Mont.,..carlo results 

and the data agree well above - 0.2 GeV; the Mont.,..carlo photon conversion 

yield per event agrees with the data within the - 10% systematic uncertainties 

of the model. 

The \jl' spectrum shows a >5o peak at - 26o MeV, having a width consistent 

with the resolution, The peak position and width are not affected by an increase 

in the charged particle transverse momentum cutoff, indicating the peak is not 

shaped by the acceptance, After a correction for mean energy loss by ioniza-

.tion the peak is at 261 ± 10 Mev, corresponding to a state of mass 3413 ± ll MeV; 

identify this as the X(3415) observed in hadronic channels. 1>2 we 

The branching fraction for the transition \jl 1 ~ yX(3415) is calculated 

as 

BF 
(No, of signal evts, )/(€ • RC • E~r) 

( I all 
No, of total evts,) €tr 

Here RC, calculated to be 8 · · f d" · 1 all o. , l.S a correctl.On _ or ra 1.at1.ve asses, Etr 

is the average trigger efficiency for all events, and 

ciency for signal events; €~r is taken to be equal to 

E~r is the trigger .effi~ 
all 

"tr ehhanced by the 

contribution from the converted photon this assumes the X(3415) has multi-

body decays similar to \jl or \jl'. The ratio €all/€ts, determined by counting 
tt r 

the fraction of events in which the photon Conversion was essential to trigger, 

is 0,74±0,07. There is a further 7% correction to the branching ratio to 

account for internal conversions,7 The branching fraction is 0.063±0.022 

for an isotropic photon distribution and o. 075 ± o. 026 for a 1 + cos2 e distri

bution (which is favored.by the data2 ). The 35% relative ertor is the sum in 

quadrature of the 17% statistical error and estimated systematic errors of 20% 

·- ---..;~., 
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in the background subtraction, 20% in the photon detection efficiency; 10% in 

h all/ s 1 1 · · d 5"' · th. d. · · h" l · t e Etr Etr ca cu at~on, an to, 1.n e ra 1.at1.ve correct1.on. T 1.s resu t 1.s 

in good agreement with the preliminary results of the SPEAR SP-27 collaborationS 

and slightly larger than the upper limits found by the HEPL experiment at SPEAR,9 

There are no other clear monochromatic signals in the \jl or W' spectra above 

250 MeV; below 250 MeV the small and rapidly varying photon detection efficiency 

makes monochromatic signals difficult to observe. Upper limits for monochromatic 

signals we:e calculated by replacing the number of signal events in the branching 

fraction calculation by the excess over the smooth background plus twice the 

error on the total within the FWHM photon energy resolution; allowing for sys-

tematic errors, these should be interpreted as 90% confidence level upper limits, 

Table I gives upper limits for monochromatic photon lines, separated from other 

lines by at least the FWHM energy resolution, for representative energies above 

250 MeV at \jl and \jl'. The question of additional signals in the \jl' spectrum is 

complicated by the Doppler broadening of the photons. from intermediate states 

X, X ~ yW, due to the motion of the X state. The broadening is sufficient 

to more than double the expected width and to merge together the contributions 

from the various X states, making the background be.neath any possible signal 

in the 300- 400 MeV region difficult to estimate. 

Photon conversions enable us to identify \jl' ~ TrW events, where one of 

the photons converts and the \jl is detected by its lepton pair decay, The 

observed lepton pair mass is required to lie between 2.97 and 3.22 GeV and is 

the constrained to the w mass. Electron pair events are rejected when the 

angle between the electron and the positron is > 177.5°, eliminating ·> 95% 

of the radiative background from \jl' ~ e+e- but only 8% of real \jl' ~ yyW, 

\jl ~ e+e- events, Radiative events were further reduced by rejecting events 

if the converted photon was collinear within 10° with one of the leptons; five 

events were rejected by this cut, + -Background from \jl' ~ n n w 

·~··---~ 

+ -where the ll ll 
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simulate a co~verted photon is negligible, since the n+n- mass peaks strongly 

at large values, 
10 

Figure 2 shows the missing-mass-squared, ~' recoiling against the 1jry 

system for the 54 events surviving the selection cuts. There is a peak at zero 

2 -MX corresponding to true 1jr I ---+ m events and a broad backgroun_d from 1jr I ---+ 

1jrn°n° where a photon from a n° converted. Additional p)lotons may be detecteq 

in the shower counters, which cover ~ 65% of 4n and have resolution Of - 10° 

in azimuthal angle. The shading in Fig. 2 fiags the qetection of additional 

photons:_ darkly shaded events have a shower counter signal consistent
11 

with 

the missing photon direction assuming a 1jryy decay, lightly shadeq events have 

no unconverted photons detected, and unshaded events have one or more photons 

detected in counters inconsistent with the missing photon direction (as expected 

for 1jr 1 ---+ n°n°1jr events). The high correlation of shading with small ~ 

corroborates the identification of events with small ~ as 1jr 1 ---+ m events. 

. 22 2 22 
The 27 shaded events WLth -0.03 (GeV/c ) < MX < 0.03 (GeV/c ) are 

kept. The 11nconverted photon is detected in 15 o·f t)lese events, consistent 

with detector acceptance and efficiency. Six events with missing-mass-square~ 

recoiling against thew greater than 0.27 (GeV/c
2

)
2 

are removed as possible 

1jr 1 ----> _WTJ, TJ ----> yy events (four such events are expected). The :t;"emaining 2), 

events are constrained to fit 1jr 1 ----> yy1jr. There are two values of the 1jry 111ass 

for each ·event; these are plotted against one another in Fig. 3. The shaded 

events in Fig. 3 have the unconverted photon detected in the proper counter. 

T)le expected background is one event. 

T)lere a:.;e three main clusters of events in Fig. 3. The mass spread of 

the high mass projection of each cluster is consistent with the expected rms 

resolution of ~ 8 MeV; the masses of the three possible states are 354 3 ± 10 

MeV1 3504 ± 10 MeV, and 3454 ± 10 MeV. The mass spread of the low mass projec-

tions of each of the clusters is consistent with the expected Doppler-broadened 

•: .'2 
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resolution of ~ 14 MeV; each cluster has a confidence level of $ 0.025 for 

the low mass projection assuming the 8 MeV unbroadened resolution. However, 

the events at 3454 MeV in the high 111ass p:.;ojection could be interpreted as a 

state at 3340 MeV with three events and one background event. The states 

X(3545) and X(3505) have been observed through hadronic decays
2

; however, there 

is no evidence in hadronic chann~ls £or a state at 3455 MeV or 3340 MeV, and 

such a state awaits confirmation. Cor:.;ecting for 1jr branching ratios and photon 

detection efficiency, we calculate the branching ratie> products for 1jr 1 ---+ yX, 

X---+ yijl to be o.8±o.4%, 2.4±o.8%, and l.O±o.6% for the X(3455), X(3505), 

and X(3545) respectively. The single event at 3413-MeV is either from the 

X(3415) 112 o;t: backgrc;n,md, U it is taken as signal, the branching ratio is 

o. 2 ± o. 2%. 

In conclusion, the transition 1jr 1 ~ yX(3415) has been observed in the 

w 1 inclusive photon spectrum with branching fraction o. 075 ± o, 026
1 

assuming a 

1 + cos
2 

$ angular distributioll, No othe:.; monoc)lromatic signa~s are observed 

above 250 MeV in the 1jr or 1jr 1 inclusive photon spectra, with 90% confidence level 

upper limits of 1-4% for the branching fractions. Identifying X(3415) with 

the 3P0 charmonium state, the observed branching fraction is· a factor of 2 

smaller than the prediction of Eichten et al. 12 Also, the 90% confidence level 

upper limit of ~ 1% for transitions f;t:om 1jr 1 to a state? near 2.8 GeV is a 

factqr of fou;t: smaller than their prediction if we assume the 2.8 GeV state is 

the pseudoscalar partne:.; of the 1jr. 

From studying the WY masses in 1jr 1 ----> YTW events we find evidence for two 

states X at 3504 ± 10 Mev· and 3543 ± 10 MeV with branching fraction products for 

W1 ---+ 'yX, X -> yljl of 2. 4 ± 0. 8% and l. 0 ± O. 6% respectively. There is also an 

indication of a state at 3455 MeV or 3340 MeV with branching fraction product 

of o.S%; this state awaits corroboration. The established states at 3415, 

3505, and 3545 MeV are candidates £or the predicted triplet P wave states of 

-=' 
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charmonium. However, there is seriOus disagreement ·between theOretical predic-

tion and experiment for the branching fraction product Jli_' .... y-X( 3455), 

X( 3455) _, l'"'V if the X( 3455) is identified with the pseudosc;:alar partner 

of the w •. l3 While such issues remain to be r·esolv.ed, there is now an 

emerging picture of y and X spectroscopy in qualitative agreement with the 

charmonium picture. 

Table I. 90% confidence level branching fraction_ limits for mono-' 
chromatic photon production above 0.250 GeV at Jli and Jli'. 

w '+'' 

E)'" (GeV) Limit E)'" (GeV) L.imit 

--
0.26 0.039 0.40 0.028* 

o. 37 0.038 0.50 0.022 

0.51 0.024 o. 74 o.ou 

o.8o 0,014 1;05. 0.010 

1.10 o.oo8 

*Limit for a narrow peak. See text for a .discu~sion Of 09'mplica-

tions due to the cascade photons. 

~ ,,....._ 
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FIGURE CAPTiONS 

Fig. 1. The inclusive photon spectra in 4% bins of the photon energy for (a) w 
and (b) w'. The smooth curve in (a) is the inclusive photon spectrum from 

a phase space Monte-Carlo model of w de'cays, normalized to the ·data in the 

region 0. 30- o. 35 GeV. The insert in (a) shows the photon detection effi-

ciency versus energy .. 

Fig. 2. Missing-mass-squared~ against wr: the.shading is explained in the 

text. 

Fig. 3. Scatter plot of the two solutions for the mass of intermediate 'states 

in w• ... m events. 
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